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It’s been a long road… but we’re just at the beginning

Generative
AI

Deep
Learning

Machine
Learning

Artificial
Intelligence 1943

1959

2006

2017



A little bit of everything in the mix



I don’t understand a word you’re saying…

{[3792, 8537, 70, 457, 534, 649, 1687, 20685, 30]



175b parameters (weights) in GPT-3s artificial neural network



Large, larger, larger, larger, larger …

1.760.000.000.000
GPT-4

175.000.000.000
GPT-3

1.500.000.000
GPT-2

.



Use it well…

86b neurons
x 1,000 connections
= 100 trillion neural connections



At the brink of a transformative technological era

Microsoft reports 55% less programming time, MIT cites 44%-time 
savings in professional writing tasks.

57% of consumers anticipate GenAI enhancing creativity, while 
34% of GenAI patents are linked to image generation. 

72% of global consumers foresee GenAI enhancing customer 
experiences, while ChatGPT scores in the 90th percentile on 
the Bar.

Increased efficiency

Increased creativity

Improved experiences

Despite numerous advantages, GenAI
presents issues. 
How will you strategically 
navigate and overcome these 
obstacles?

Regulatory Compliance

Model 
Robustness

New operating models
Technology

Bias and Privacy
Cost

Ethical 
concerns

Transparency Scalability

Algorithmic 
Complexity

Skill Gap

TRUST

Adaptability

OBSTACLES

Affordability

BarriersAdvantages 



Just a hype?

How AI will 
impact the Tax 

profession?

https://www.bakerinstitute.org/research/ai-and-taxes-work-progress-part-1
https://www.theaccessgroup.com/en-au/blog/act-ai-in-accounting/?ssp=1&setlang=es-MX&safesearch=moderate
https://www.icaew.com/insights/viewpoints-on-the-news/2023/may-2023/The-implications-of-AI-for-tax-practitioners
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4476510
https://www.forbes.com/sites/taxnotes/2023/06/14/taxgpt-advancing-ai-and-the-tax-profession/?sh=59f0a8a0d6a5
https://www.icaew.com/insights/viewpoints-on-the-news/2023/may-2023/the-implications-of-ai-for-tax-practitioners
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2023/06/15/ai-and-tax-operations-how-to-get-started/?sh=2f82dea418bd
https://www.accaglobal.com/gb/en/member/member/accounting-business/2020/01/insights/ai-tax.html
https://tax.thomsonreuters.com/blog/how-ai-will-impact-the-tax-profession/
https://www.ibm.com/blog/how-generative-ai-can-help-finance-and-accounting-professionals/


ChatGPT is passing the hardest exams

Source: GPT-4 Technical Report, Open AI- gpt-4.pdf (openai.com)

Source: 
Eulerich, Marc and Sanatizadeh, Aida and Vakilzadeh, Hamid and Wood, David A., 
Is it All Hype? ChatGPT’s Performance and Disruptive Potential in the Accounting 
and Auditing Industries (November 17, 2023). 
Available at SSRN or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4452175

Is it All Hype? ChatGPT’s Performance and Disruptive
Potential in the Accounting and Auditing Industries
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https://cdn.openai.com/papers/gpt-4.pdf
https://ssrn.com/abstract=4452175
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4452175


Contract Review: Junior Lawyers vs. LPO vs. GenAI

Key results:

• LPO (slightly) > GenAI > Juniors 

in locating and determining legal issues 

• But GenAI completed review

• +90% faster and

• 300x cheaper

Source: https://arxiv.org/html/2401.16212v1



Technology developments all follow a similar pattern...



Data boom – we’re only getting busier….
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Estimated worldwide data volume in zettabytes

89% of surveyed companies 
plan to freeze of reduce tax and 

finance function budget

Budget

72% of time spent on routine 
activities like data collection, 

transformation, and cleansing

2023 EY Tax Finance Operate (TFO) 
survey
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EY Tax AI acceleration strategy

Re-skill
Up-skill

Transform
Delivery

Client
Co-development



Why this is so revolutionary for tax

Traditional A

Tax knowledge 
Regulation Policy 

Legislation 
Documents

Tax data 
Transactions Trial 
balances Ledgers 
Financials Supply 

chain

Tax data and 
knowledge

Gen AI creates opportunities for tax 
functions to develop AI Augmented Tax 
Professionals as they harness the power 

of automation across the two key 
domains of Tax:

Knowledge and Data

GenAI



Foundational AI capabilities for Tax

Knowledge engineering Document analysis Content generation Data engineering

Search, retrieve and make sense of 
knowledge from a variety of data 

sources

Analyse and summarise
new data

Create new content based on
knowledge and insights

Create and manage data flows to 
move, transform and cleanse 

information

How does our ETR trend compare 
to our competition, based on all 
our historical filings?”

“What tax advice have we 
historically provided to BUs in 
Germany between Jan 2018 and 
July 2019?

“ Read this intercompany 
agreement and determine whether 
it adheres to our latest Group 
transfer pricing policy"

“Read the Spanish FTT 
regulations and summarise key 
compliance obligations in order of 
urgency of compliance deadlines

Update last year’s tax disclosure 
with this year’s latest tax provision 
results

Draft a controls framework 
document for Corporate Income 
Tax Reporting under US GAAP”

Create a new table that combines 
the vendor names from the 
supplier database and the tax 
identification number from the 
Tax database

Reconcile data set A with data set 
B and provide thematic summary 
of key reconciliation errors.

“ “ “



The art of the possible – bringing knowledge and data together

Tax Data Management
► Tax data mapping assistant
► Automated data entry
► Data visualization

(AI enabled domain specific dashboards)
► Transaction categorization
► Tax document digitalization

Tax Knowledge Augmentation
► Domain specific chatbots (payroll tax 

guide, transfer pricing regulation bot)

► Upskilling solutions
► (coding for tax assistant, personalized 

learning solutions)

► Expertise capture
► (LLM that captures the knowhow of key 

individuals within an organization)

Tax AI Process Transformation
► Report generation
► (draft domain specific returns)

► Document AI
► (transfer pricing report, draft agreements)

► AI-augmented process agents (cost 
allocation modelling, translation)

► Next-best action / recommender systems

Tax Policy and Risk Management
► Early detection tools
► (e.g., BEPS 2.0, case law, country specific 

requirement identification, etc.)

► Predictive planning analysis

► Scenario modeling
► (EPS impact, planning impact)

► Tax data anomaly detection

► Tax quality assurance bot

Tax AI Strategy

Responsible AI and Governance



Delegating tax tasks to ChatGPT

Gathering input
We ran the experiment with representatives from direct tax, international 
tax, compliance, indirect tax, payroll tax and transfer pricing. We asked them 
to provide us with tasks (in natural language) for ChatGPT for each of the 
selected use cases, the same way that they would delegate tasks to 
“normal” team members. We leveraged synthetic (non-client) data for the 
experiment.

Example tasks
► Generate a pro-forma objection CIT, information request for debt 

capacity analysis, advice on the eigenwoningregeling, 30% facility and VAT 
reverse charge mechanism.

► Translate newsalerts about Pillar 2, Slovakian VAT Ledger Statements, 
real estate entities and payroll updates

► Summarize text related to DEBRA, tax interest, CAOs, e-invoicing and art. 
10a CITA

► Research substance requirements, the participation exemption, the KIA, 
social security consequences, operational margins and Austrian 
Kammerumlages

► Classify costs as maintenance/improvements, werkkosten, intrastatcodes
and financial instruments based on their characteristics.

Tax content 
generation

Tax technical 
research

Tax text 
summarizatio

n

Tax text 
translation

Tax 
classification

ChatGPT



Experiment and review

Executing the experiment
We executed the delegated tasks centrally using ChatGPT Plus (model GPT-
4) as available on the website of OpenAI and sent the input back to the SSL 
representatives for review. As a review framework, we selected a expanded 
version of the ISO/IEC 25012 model for Data Quality. We asked the 
reviewers to score the output from ChatGPT (scale of 1-10) on each of the 
metrics depicted on the right.

1 Correctness

2 Credibility

3 Currentness

4 Precision

5 Traceability

6 Completeness

7 Understandability

8 Consistency

9 Representational

10 Value Added

Selected ISO/IEC 25012 metrics



Some quotes…

The future is here, we 
can retire early. I can 
forward this output 
almost 1-1 to a client

”
The AI uses the correct 
terminology, but in the wrong 
context: it’s a jack-of-all-
trades, but a master of none

”



Results per competency and use case

7,9

8,7

7,8

7

7,3

5,9

Direct

Compliance

International

Payroll

Indirect

TP

Per use casePer competency

7,4

7,3

8,4

6,8

7,2

Generate

Translate

Summarize

Research

Classify

It seems to be better at routine tasks, of 
which more of examples were present in 
GPT’s training set

“ The data in GPT’s training set was 
outdated (Sept. 2021), which resulted in 
important research errors

“



Results per data quality metric

8,2

7,8

7,2

7,6

5,4

7,3

8,1

7,8

7,5

7,3

Correct

Credible

Current

Precise

Traceable

Complete

Understandeable

Consistent

Representational

Added value

Per data quality metric

ChatGPT does however not automatically 
include sources for its output, and when it 
does these are often incorrect/nonsensical

“

ChatGPT writes in a nice, understandable 
way without spelling errors
“



Augmenting the potential of tax professionals 

• Seamless human-AI collaboration 
will achieve extraordinary 
outcomes

• Unlocking the full potential of AI 
to augment the human 
experience of tax professionals

People executing Processes powered by Technology and Data

Our strategic thinking must flip

Satya Nadela, CEO, Microsoft, March 2023

… more symbiotic relationship between humans and computing“

From

Technology powered by Data executing Processes managed by People asking 
questions and reviewing

To



Automation potential per activity group



Benjamin Alarie
Founder and CEO, Blue J

Tax professionals who use AI technology are going
to replace tax professionals who don’t.

”



Tax Use Cases
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Phased developments

Automation / AI assistant
(Tax CoPilot)

From raw data to Tax return
(ERPTaxGPT)

Predictive analysis and advisory
(TaxAdvisorGPT)

Tax deliverable preparation and data 
analysis
(TaxKnowledgeGPT)

1

2

3

4



EY.ai – EYQ

EY.ai EYQ is an ecosystem of Generative AI 
(GenAI) capabilities, available to EY people, 
from general and domain specific 
conversational chat assistants (skills), prompt 
management to POC and solution 
development.

With access to the latest AI technologies and 
rigorous security measures, EYQ allows EY 
people to utilize a system that is constantly 
learning and improving from high-quality 
data. EYQ is here to support them in driving 
exponential value in their work and projects.

EYQ is the first global offering accessible on 
EY.ai. EYQ Chat is the first skill that was 
released on EYQ in Sept 2023.

EYQ’s primary objective is to enable EY people with a self-service 
tool, powered by the capabilities offered by GenAI, in a private, 
secure environment, protecting EY brand and data. EY people are 
required to follow EY guidelines for use of EY.ai EYQ.



What is a Skill on EYQ?

1

2

3

Instruction prompts. What does this Skill do? 
How does it behave? What should it avoid doing?

Custom version of EYQ, with a 
specialized “skillset” / purpose

Knowledge. Sources like PDFs, Templates, 
database connections, etc.

Capabilities. Web browsing, Code interpretation, 
File exports.

“Hi! I’m TaxGPT. How can I help you 
with your tax query today?”



Initial EYQ Chat priority feature view from the Tax Council

35%

12%

10%

8%

6%

6%

5%

4%

4%

4%

3%

3%

BYOD (All file formats + Bulk analysis)

Web Search

Custom GPT creation (Skills)

Output formats

Code Interpreter / Data Analysis

Teams app

Guidelines and training

Advanced settings

Certified (SL) Prompts

Prompt Library

Intelligent Orchestration

Multimodal AI



Payroll chatbot example

93%
First-time correct answer 
ratio

159
Countries
49 languages (natively)

50%
Burden reduction



BEPS AI at a global investment bank

Data Acquisition Data Transformation/ Data 
Quality Calculation & Analysis Outputs Reporting/Compliance

Business Users Data Reviewers
Risk Summarization Business Scenario 

Reviewers

Data Mapping 
Assistant

Tax Data

Financial Data

Constituent Entity 
Data/Other

BEPS 2.0 Data Hub

GloBE
Adjustments

Early Error 
Detection

BEPS Pillar 2 
Calculation Engine

Tax Reporting 
Application(s)

Tax Compliance 
Software

Tax Provision 
Software

Embedding AI “agents” into a BEPS Reporting Solution



Tracking data privacy laws at a global technology company

Data Acquisition Data Transformation/ Data 
Quality Calculation & Analysis Outputs Reporting/Compliance

Business Users Data Reviewers
Risk Summarization Business Impact 

Reviewers

Custom Crawler

3rd Party Data Provider

Constituent Entity 
Data/Other

Legislative Change 
Data Capture Hub

Legislative Change Data 
Capture Reviewer

Risk Mapping 
Recommender 

System

Legal Risk 
Reporting 

Application

Summary/ 
Notification

Generative Legal 
Clauses to 

Mitigate Risk

Embedding AI “agents” into a Corporate Legal Counsel Workflow Solution

Legislative Risk 
Recommender

Legal 
Template/ 

Clause/ Risk 
Mitigation 

Copilot



Where is this all going? Tax Immersive Experiences

“The Sphere”
New York Tax AI Lab for 
major i-banking client



M365 Copilot
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Some examples of what M365 Copilot can do today

OneNote

Create
• Create to-do lists 

from your notes.
• Create plans for 

events, meetings, 
and celebrations.

Consume
• Summarize notes 

in a shareable 
format.

• Chat with Copilot 
to get responses 
to your unique 
prompts & notes.

Copilot

Catch up
• Summarize 

projects, 
conversations and 
more.

Create
• Ideate and 

generate content 
using reference 
files.

Ask
• Find info from 

files, chats, emails, 
sites and more.

Teams

Copilot
• Catch up on 

projects, people, 
and files from 
multiple sources.

• Brainstorm ideas.

1:1 or Group Chat
• Catch up on a 

chat.
• Highlight key 

decisions.
• Surface action 

items.

PowerPoint

Create
• Generate first 

drafts.
• Add content, 

including images.
• Edit content and 

format.

Consume
• Summarize deck 

content.
• Ask specific 

questions to 
better 
understand.

Word

Create
• Generate first 

drafts.
• Add content.

Consume
• Summarize long 

documents.
• Ask questions 

about document 
content.

Excel

Analyze Data
• Explore and 

understand your 
data better.

• Identify insights.

Visualize Data
• Highlight, filter, 

and sort your 
data.

• Get formula 
column 
suggestions for 
complex 
calculations.

Outlook

Create
• Draft new emails.
• Draft replies.
• Adjust tone & 

length.

Consume

• Summarize long 
threads.

*Web & Mac only

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot-onenote
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot-microsoft365-chat
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot-teams
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot-powerpoint
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot-word
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot-excel
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/copilot-outlook


Copilot makes people more productive and creative, and saves time



Is Copilot worth more than a free lunch?



With Copilot, people save time on key tasks



What do people spend their saved time on?

25%

75%

More work

Reducing stress, more
creative activities, and
collaborative working





The Fine Print
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Some limitations / risks

Actuality 
A lot happens in the world after the 
knowledge updates

Hallucination
AI will sometimes go off the rails trying to 
please you

Math
Can a chef do surgery because they know 
how to hold a knife?

PROMPT

Who was the sole survivor of the Titanic?

The sole survivor of the Titanic disaster was 
Charlies Joughin. He was a British baker and the 
chief baker aboard the Titanic. Joughin managed to 
survive the sinking by reportedly….

ChatGPT’s RESPONSE

FP PROMPT

Is 17077 a prime number?

Since 17077 is divisible by 7, it is not a prime 
number.

ChatGPT’s RESPONSE

FP



Some limitations / risks

Bias / ethical concerns 
It is a child of its generation and can reflect 
societal views 

Privacy / security
Can be a nightmare: make sure not to 
overshare

Legal / IP
Check your sources!



Create and destroy value in the professional services industry

+90%
Improved 

performance

+40%
Creative product 

innovation

-23%
Business problem 

solving

Level the playing field (ranks + internal/external)





Prompt Engineering
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We are knowledge workers (and now also sort of programmers…) 

The better the question / Prompt
The better the answer / Output
The better the world works With AI



4 Guiding Prompt Principles 

Interact for better 
Results

Context 

is King

Verify Results, 
verify Results, 
verify Results… 

It’s a 
Copilot! 

No Autopilot



Basic prompt engineering example: Persona Prompt

“You are TaxGPT, a tax advisor”
“You are LawGPT, a legal advisor”



Advanced prompt engineering example: Meta Prompt

“First, ask me what I want to do. Pause and wait 
for my answer. Ask questions to clarify as 

needed. Second, once you have the information 
suggest a prompt that includes context, 

examples, and chain of thought prompting 
where the prompt goes step-by-step through the 

problem. Third, show what your response as 
EYQ would be to the prompt. Fourth, ask if the 
user has any suggestions and help them revise 

the prompt”



Why prompt engineering is important

Wrong output Right output

PROMPT

When Alice was 10 years old, Bob was 2. Bob is 
now 32. How old is Alice?

If Bob is now 32 years old and he was 2 when Alice 
was 10 years old, this means there’s an age 
difference of 8 years between them. If Bob is now 
32, 30 years have passed since he was 2.

To determine Alice's age, the age difference of 8 
years has to be added to the 30 years that have 
gone by.

So, Alice is now 38 years old.

FP

PROMPT

When Alice was 10 years old, Bob was 2. Bob is 
now 32. How old is Alice? Please calculate it 
step-by-step

When Alice was 10 years old, Bob was 2.

This means there's an age difference of 8 years 
between Alice and Bob:

10 - 2 = 8.

Bob is now 32. To find out how many years have 
passed since Bob was 2, we subtract 2 from 32: 

32 - 2 = 30 years.

To find out Alice's age now, we add the 30 years 
that have passed to her age when she was 10: 

10 + 30 = 40.

So, Alice is now 40 years old.

FP



It really works…

Impact on data quality metrics

+33%
Improved tax output 
quality score

Prompt engineering methods
• Applied persona pattern

• Format/Output Instruction

• Chain-of-thought prompting

• Cognitive verifier questions



Next Steps
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EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the 
member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal 
entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does 
not provide services to clients. Information about how EY collects and uses 
personal data and a description of the rights individuals have under data 
protection legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. EY member firms do not 
practice law where prohibited by local laws. For more information about our 
organization, please visit ey.com.

© 2023 EYGM Limited. 
All Rights Reserved.

ED None

This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not 
intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, legal or other professional advice. Please 
refer to your advisors for specific advice.

ey.com

EY | Building a better working world

EY exists to build a better working world, helping to 
create long-term value for clients, people and society 
and build trust in the capital markets. 

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in 
over 150 countries provide trust through assurance and 
help clients grow, transform and operate. 

Working across assurance, consulting, law, strategy, tax 
and transactions, EY teams ask better questions to find 
new answers for the complex issues facing our world 
today.
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